KABLOONA
He is not jealous, then? No. And the reason may be that
jealousy is a function of the sense of individual property; and he
has this sense, if at all, in the very faintest degree. You enjoy
his wife? What harm can come to him of that? If what you
intended was to take from him his wife, deprive him of this
essential human and social factor (not property), that would be
serious and he would not hesitate to kill you. But to lie with
her? Not only is that no deprivation, but it allows him to lie
with other women — and that is extremely agreeable.
It goes without saying that I am far from proposing that the
sexual ethics of the Netsilik should be adopted by, or could be
adapted to, Western Christendom. Nor am I unaware that it
is not necessary to be a feminist to ask, 'But what of the status of
Eskimo women?* Their status, parenthetically, suits them well
enough; and I have indicated here and there in these pages that
they are not only the mistresses of their households but also, in
most Eskimo families., the shrewd prompters of their husbands*
decisions. However, it is not about this that I want to speak.
What I believe worth saying is that Eskimo mores are the direct
reflection of the material circumstances in which they live.
Epithets like 'cynical' and 'indifferent' are here totally out of
place. Eskimo life is materially the hardest life lived by any
people on earth. Necessity certainly commands and probably
explains every phase of Eskimo manners. Nature, such as it is
in their world, permits no appreciable degree of refinement,
and this because it allows no significant degree of leisure. The
Eskimo eats enormously because he must eat enormously to
keep warm. He knows no pleasures of the palate, unless it be
an occasional bit of rotted meat, which he likes because it is a
sort of condiment and tickles the palate. Having nothing else
to do evenings in the igloo, his sexual life is intense — and it
would be an error to imagine that cold slowed up this life. He
is, again of necessity, communistic in his attitude to property,
not precisely charitable but certainly ready to share all he has
with his kind; and because there is never a time when he may
not be the one to benefit by this singular economics, he is
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